
  Monica Cross:And we can hear you (bwa a a...:) 

  Ismail Maths:hi 

  Michelle Williams:Hello everyone! 

  Kristin Keith:Hello, welcome everyone!!!  

  Kristin Keith:Where is everyone from? 

  Michelle Williams:Houston, TX 

  Monica Cross:VT 

  Mary Chandler:Seattle, WA 

  Malisa Johnson:Irmo, SC 

  Patricia Lofton:Patricia Lofton: Hello to all! From New York 

  Yolanda Parker:Fort Worth, TX 

  Kathy Gauby 2:Boise, Idaho 

  Cherry Crandon:Hi, I am from The Bahamas. 

  Stacie Kyhn:Heloo from Apache Junction, AZ 

  Michael Abili:San Marcos, TX 

  Alex Cooke:Davis, CA 

  CHONDA LONG:Hi all!  Dave Barnes here from Leesburg, VA 

  Jackie Williamson:Jackie Williamson: Calgary, Alberta 

  Anne Hedian:Hello from Washington DC 

  Laurie  James :Aloha from the beautiful island of O'ahu! 

  Andrew Wartschlager:Bardstown, KY 

  Lenny Diekmann:Wells, MN 

  angela colvin:Tyrone, Georgia 

  Janet Smith:Janet Smith, central Ohio 

  Sherry Perih:Sherry Perih:  Winnipeg, Manitoba 

  Lydia Oladosu:Hello from Calgary Alberta 

  Denise Spangler:Athens GA 

  JoAnne Kim:Greetings from Richmond Hill, Ontario 

  Selma Demirbey:Hi from London 

  Clara George:Greetings from Shawnee KS 

  Megan Reily:Hello from Minnesota! 

  Syamala Munukutla:Hello 

  ben Rooney:Hi from rural Essex in the UK. A late night. 

  Gwen Hall:Asheboro NC 

  Kim Hockney:Good evening from Union, KY 

  Jeffrey Wanko:Ohio 

  Carolyn Jonovich:hello from niagara falls ontario 

  Cheryl Ann Doyle E Barran:Hi All, greetings from Boogie down Bronx 

  Liz Morris:Hello from Phoenix AZ! 



  Dayna Britton:Greetings from Traverse City, Michigan 

  Jesús Roselló-Figueras:Greetings from Spain! 

  Donna Black:St Louis 

  Tina Slaughter:Vancouver, WA 

  Sau Chung:hi from Malaysia 

  Gina Mangum:Alabama 

  Jean Yang:Hello from Toronto Ontario :) 

  Stephanie  Turner:Greetings from Overland Park, KS! 

  Michelle Kimmell:Pittsburgh, PA 

  Denver  Velasquez:Greetings from San Jose, California! 

  Wendy Isacsson:Greetings from Sweden 01:00 am here 

  Rebecca Fronk:Hi from Indiana! 

  Johanne Lacroix:hello from Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada  

  Lisa Costa:Hi from the mountains of Colorado 

  Steve Ryan:Hi from Philadelphia 

  Florence Falatko:Hello from Baltimore, MD 

  Emily Allman:Hello from Ipswich, MA 

  Farah Slimati:Farah from Canada 

  Emily Spear:Hello from New Hampshire , USA 

  DeAnn Huinker:Hello from Milwaukee! 

  Jennifer McAuley:Hello from Northern California 

  Teri Bement:Hi from Massachusetts 

  Alesia Mickle Moldavan:Hello from Atlanta, GA! 

  Cynthia Townsend:Hello from Eastern Oregon... 

  Sharon Hurwich:Hello from Montclair, NJ 

  Anne Asmann:hello from Media, PA 

  Tim Livingston:Houston Texas in the place to be! 

  Janine Wunschel:Hi from Massachusetts! 

  John Christiansen:Greetings from New York, New York. 

  Denise Rawding:Hello from New Jersey! 

  Keeley Fenton:Hi from Sherburne, New York! 

  huaijun li:hello from China! 

  Afinju McDowell:Greetings from Columbus, GA. 

  Lee McNeese:Nevada says hi 

  JAIME RODRIGUEZ:Hola, i am in México... León 

  Barbara Trudeau:Hello from Sterling Heights, Michigan 

  Colleen Ryan:Hello from Keeseville, New York! 

  Stacey Sams:Hello from Cajun Country! 

  Stephanie Todd:Hello, from NapTown (Indianapolis, IN) 



  Ann Sitomer:Ann Sitomer from Portland OR 

  Elizabeth Ball:Hello from Glenview, IL.  Looking forward to this! 

  Scott Brown:Beautiful evening in St. Paul 

  Karen Abbey:hello from Connecticut 

  Charlotte Holmquist:Hello from the Green Mountains of Vermont 

  Nicole Smith:Hello from NH! 

  Lisa Leliaert:Hello from Indiana 

  Sam Sareen:Hi from New Zealand! 

  Michele Mailhot:Hi from Ma!ne 

  Ismail Maths:hello from CT 

  Emily Spear:We are NH buddies, Nicole. Emily Spear 

  Heather Evans:Hello from New Hampshire 

  Joe Mahoney:Hello from Stormville, NY! 

  Amy Spies:Greetings from Daytona Beach, FL! #CoreAdvocates 

  Michele Spitzmiller:Helllo from Ironton MO 

  Ibis Villegas:Dr. Pesek and AP VILLEGAS FROM STODDDERT SAY HI! 

  Sarah Larsen:Hello from Fort Myers, Florida! 

  Judy Chase-Marshall:Hello from Brooklyn, NY 

  Susan Hull:Greetings from Neenah, Wisconsin 

  Melissa Norton:Hi from Fayetteville, Arkansas! 

  Angela Xander:Hi from Allentown, PA 

  Dianne Marquart:Hello from Missouri 

  Terra Sweet:Hi from Toronto, Canada 

  Stephanie Caragher:Hi from New Hampshire 

  Carolina Nava:Hi, from Oregon 

  Toni Gallia:Hello from St. Peters, MO, USA 

  Emily Spear:Heather Evans, another NH budddie!  Emly Spear 

  Cate Abbott:Hi folks....glad to be here 

  Monica Diaz:Hello from El Paso Texas! 

  Emily Spear:And Stephanie Caragher  

  Shawn Stover:will we have access to the Power point 

  Cate Abbott:Do I need to hit enter? 

  Tammi Kornegay:Hi from Raleigh, NC 

  Michele Mailhot:Wish you would also include the choice of state level 

  Denise Spangler:yes, you will get an email with a link to the presentation. 

  Marianne McLaughlin:Hello from Georgetown Ontario 

  Heather Evans:Hi Emily Spear! 

  Denise Rawding:What's the twitter hashtag? 

  Tim Livingston:#nctmlive 



  Stacie Kyhn:Cant hear him. 

  Yichen Zhang:It's very quiet 

  Emily Allman:too soft 

  Shawn Stover:jeff you sound like you are in a cave 

  Cate Abbott:Jeff's voice is soft 

  Terra Sweet:Hi Marianne - we aren't too far from eachother 

  Stacie Kyhn:Nevrmind, I just increase volume. 

  Wendy Isacsson:low sound level Jeffrey 

  Michele Mailhot:i increased the volume on my laptop and that helped 

  Denise Spangler:Turn up volume on your computer and see if that helps. 

  Tammi Kornegay:sound is muffled and low 

  Janet Smith:hard tti hear 

  Janet Smith:to hear 

  Tim Livingston:Headphones help with volume 

  Cate Abbott:Please bring up volume....thank you 

  Teresa Panagos:Hello from Rye 

  Erin Seybert 2:also having a hard time hearing 

  Dayna Britton:turning up computer volume can help a; bit 

  Cate Abbott:my computer is at its max 

  Wendy Isacsson:Max volume on my computer, still hard to hear 

  Yichen Zhang:Still hard to hear 

  Stacie Kyhn:I lose him periodically.  Like I have nothing now. 

  Marianne McLaughlin:Hi Terra, where are you? 

  Adrianne Wallace:hard to hear 

  Carolyn Gillis:Hello from Prince Edward Island, Canada. 

  Terra Sweet:Marianne: in Toronto 

  Yolanda Parker:yes 

  Wendy Isacsson:much better 

  Erin Seybert 2:Thank you! Much better 

  Tammi Kornegay:much better 

  Elizabeth Sterner:Southington, CT 

  Emily Allman:yes! 

  Denise Rawding:much better! 

  ben Rooney:yay!  

  Janet Smith:yes 

  Stacie Kyhn:Better!!! 

  Michael Abili:Much better 

  Tim Livingston:Bravooooooooo!!!!!!!!! 

  Nicole Wilson:much better 



  Lydia Oladosu:yes  

  Jennifer Lewicki:Yes, thank you 

  Tammi Kornegay:yes 

  Adrianne Wallace:better 

  Denise Rawding:yes! 

  Erin Seybert 2:yes 

  Sarah Larsen:Better 

  Jean Yang:yes it's much better  

  Nicole Wilson:yes 

  Yichen Zhang:both are great thank you 

  George Gopie:much better 

  Steve Ryan:yes 

  Teresa Panagos:all good 

  Terra Sweet:yes both mics good now 

  John Christiansen:Better. 

  Yolanda Parker:Yes Denise 

  Michele Mailhot:Wish I had known about the discount, I already purchased the book... 

  Cate Abbott:much better....we can hear Denise 

  Michelle Hale:I can hear both very well 

  Wendy Isacsson:Yes your mike was fine 

  Teresa Panagos:all good 

  Marianne McLaughlin:Terra!!  A fellow Canuck!!  :-) 

  Paxton Morris:Ft Worth, Tx. Sorry I'm late 

  George Gopie:how do i ask questions 

  Emmanuel Deogratias:yes i hear you clearly 

  Emily Spear:Will we be able to have a copy of these slides?  Thanks, Emily S.  

  Denise Spangler:George, Type your question here. We are monitoring them. 

  Kristin Keith:a recording of the webinar will be available 

  Cherry Crandon:Thankthank 

  Susan Mancuso:Susan Mancuso here--Hingham MA 

  Ibis Villegas:WILL WE GET THESE SLIDES AFTER THE PRESENTSTION 

  Kristin Keith:George just type in comments box 

  Tammi Kornegay:Thank you. I would like to access the recording of the webinar to share with teachers 

  Jimmy  Mayfield :hi from Dallas.  jimmy 

  Kristin Keith:no slide, but a recording of the presentation will be available 

  Jennifer Colleran:Hello from Toronto! 

  April Pforts:April Pforts Iowa 

  Cheryl Borges :Hello from Massachusetts! 

  Terra Sweet:Hi Jennifer - I'm also in Toronto :) 



  Jennifer Colleran:Hello, Terra! 

  Cate Abbott:Excellent about future access to slides 

  Karla Beckman:Karla Beckman Iowa 

  Emily Spear:Fabulous, thank you for allowing us to share this info.   

  Linda Steele:Hi - Linda Steele, Muscatine, IA 

  Kathleen Hamon:Kahty Hamon, Hi from Harrisville, NH 

  Adrienne Willing:Hello all - Adrienne from Tasmania (Aus) 

  James Asibey  Manu:hello all James from South Africa  

  Cate Abbott:Its interesting that the "promoting student struggle" institute and the PBL workshop I am 
attending this week say we need to explicitly teach students collaboration skills.....I I found little  
information to train/guide  how teachers  collaborate.....lots of resons why it is good. Where to get info 
on how? 

  Shawn Stover:I am an area Superintendent and I would read it.  

  Dayna Britton:I'm a district administrator and I would read it. 

  Denise Spangler:I wnt to hire you to be the superintendent in my district!! 

  Emily Spear:Sharing the slides with us after the webinar would be most helpful!  Please consider this 
request. Thanks, Emily S.  

  Denise Spangler:I am SO impressed that there are administrators on here! 

  Dayna Britton:Ugh. I lost sound. Anyone else? 

  Jennifer LaChance:Checking in from Maine 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo:good night everyone  

  April Pforts:Denise Spangler where are you from? 

  Cate Abbott:My sound is ok 

  Denise Spangler:Athens GA 

  leah krieger:hello, leah from rockland county NY 

  Joseph Espinosa:Hi. I'm from Los Angeles. I'm an elementary math coordinator for Los Angeles Unified. 

  George Gopie:how can we do a way with testing in math learning 

  Emily Spear:Not seeing the curent slide right now.   

  Michele Mailhot:Reaearch shows that administrator support and buy in can significantly impact the 
change process with teachers! Kudos to the administrators in the audience for supporting your 
teachers! 

  April Pforts:Ah!  We have one in IA, so I was wondering :) 

  angela colvin:If you lost sound try refreshing your browser page 

  Dayna Britton:I refreshed and logged out and back in.   

  Sunita Viswanath:Hello from NJ 

  Heather Evans:Agreed Michele Mailhot!  It also works vice versa. 

  Amy Spies:So true, Michele M - we need admin participating alongside teachers! 

  Selma Demirbey:if only KS2 SATs in the U.K. was scraped!  

  CHONDA LONG:@Michele and @Amy -  We agree! 

  Denise Spangler:Emily, Are you seeing slides now? 



  Emily Spear:No, not at all. Should I log out and back in again?  

  Kristin Keith:Emily, try logging out and back in 

  Cate Abbott:It is hard for individual teachers to research the research. I think this is one function of the 
district math office. They in turn can work with experieinced teachers to try and refine the research for 
their students. Then the district and do-tank teachers can train and mentor other teachers in the district. 
What do you think? 

  Maria Ryan:Hello from Middlebury, CT.  I work in Naugatuck and we have been using this book 
throughout last year.  Discourse improved immensely! 

  Emily Spear:Got it, Logged out and back i and I have the sllides now,  Thanks, Emily 

  Kristin Keith:great! 

  JoAnne Kim:We are using the Five Productive Talk Moves for ELLs - What language demands are 
embedded in these moves to support ELLs  

  Paxton Morris:Can anyone tell me about the discount that was mentioned? 

  Cate Abbott:These 5 talk moves have been around a while (since 2009)  How can districts/mentor 
teachers shape classroom teacher behaviors to include these practices? 

  Yolanda Parker:Paxton - the code will be provided again at the end of the webinar 

  Paxton Morris:Thank you Yolanda 

  Yolanda Parker:Sure... I need it again too 

  Dayna Britton:Cate:  Do a building level book study?  Ask teacher leaders to pilot using them in their 
classrooms? or have a grade level pilot so they can collaborate?  

  Amy Spies:I've been facilitating AFT's Thinking Math for years - it takes the research and makes it 
actionable for teachers, most influencial PD that changed my instruction early on in my career 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:very informative  

  Monica Cross:ECP0717 (EXPIRES 9/30 

  Cate Abbott:By building level, you mean math teachers in the building? Currently 2 per grades 6-7-8. 
So, 6th grade teachers pilot then present to other grades? Choosing the book....Princeipals to Action or 
Enhancing Your Practice with Research or something else? 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:unpacking of perimeter. very nice  

  Dayna Britton:Survey the teachers and see which book they thing would be most beneficial and give 
them the most bang for their buck in their teaching. 

  Dayna Britton:Building level = elementary, middle or high 

  Dayna Britton:So, it could be all the math teachers in your building at MS.  But for elem, it would be all 
teachers 

  Michele Mailhot:Cate: you can also use the new book Taking Action: Implementing the Effective 
Teaching Practices in Grades 6-8, https://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/Taking-Action--Implementing-
Effective-Mathematics-Teaching-Practices-in-Grades-6-8/ 

  Cate Abbott:Thanks Dayna.....I am not trying to be negative. Your ideas are good. The trick is building 
concensus and willingness to try something extra. Change is challenging and not everyone is willing. 

  Dayna Britton:Sorry.  I'm fortunate to work in a district where something like this doesn't meet much 
resistance. 

  Cate Abbott:@Michelle Mailhot....YES! I brought "Taking Action" from the NCTM summer institutes. 

  April Pforts:Hi Michele Mailhot 

https://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/Taking-Action--Implementing-Effective-Mathematics-Teaching-Practices-in-Grades-6-8/
https://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/Taking-Action--Implementing-Effective-Mathematics-Teaching-Practices-in-Grades-6-8/


  Michelle Williams:Is there a book that only focuses on Mathematical Discourse? 

  Michele Mailhot:Hi April Pforts! Good "see" you! 

  Terra Sweet:I love number talks and number strings! 

  Dayna Britton:Anything that mentions "Math Talk" or "math moves"  or "number talks" There's a lot 
out there 

  Heather Evans:Do the students come up with an expression for the general form for calculating the 
perimeter for any number (n) hexagons?    

  Florence Falatko:Mathematical Discourse:  Five Practices for Orchestrating Productive Math 
Discussions 

  Wendy Isacsson:But if you don't have a pupil who finds a general solution... 

  Kathleen Hamon:Agreed.   I've started to offer workshops on Number Talks and many teachers who've 
jumped in and tried them have found it a game changer. 

  Cate Abbott:@Michelle Williams....http://www.nctm.org/store/Products/(eBook)-5-Practices-for-
Orchestrating-Productive-Mathematics-Discussions-(PDF)/ 

  Dayna Britton:@cateabbott:  it's a little tougher to find things appropriate for MS.  A lot is for 
elementary 

  Michelle Hale:Heather Evans, I think they start that in 6th grade. If it before 6th grade then they would 
have to know the number of sides 

  Michelle Williams:@Florence Falatko Great!!! I just got that book for free at the NCTM Affiliate 
Conferce 

  Terra Sweet:@Kathleen - and the kids' understanding and skills grow so much with them 

  Heather Evans:Thanks Michelle Hale 

  Michelle Hale:Your'e welcom 

  Michelle Hale:welcome** 

  Cate Abbott:@Dayna.....the Taking Action looks good for MS and even HS level. It's the people in this 
case, not the resources. 

  Kimberly Thorne:@Cate Abbott, the last link did not work 

  Kathleen Hamon:Dayna, the sherry Parrish new book on Number Talks, Fractions and Decimals should 
help 6-8 

  Joseph Espinosa:When does the Taking Action for K-5 get published? 

  Dayna Britton:@kathleenhamon:  thanks.  I'm currently at my State's math conference,  I think they 
have that book at their "book store" at the conference venue 

  Kristin Keith:Joseph, it is available now 

  Cate Abbott:@Denise (speaker)....Procedural Fluency was the part that was mentioned but not 
reviewed at the Summer Institute. 

  Anne Asmann:Does anyone know of books geared toward mathematics facilitation in a college trade 
school? 

  DeAnn Huinker:Taking Action for Elementary is now also available from NCTM 

  Michele Mailhot:@CateAbbott perhaps you "model" for the teachers by inviting them into your room 
to observe...sometimes seeing is believing! 

  Nehlan Binfield:I find, when supporting teachers, they really like to focus on content. Multiplication, 
geometry. professional development leaders can get at that content that teachers care about by giving 



them experiences that focus on the teacher moves, and talk moves that we would like teachers to 
employ themselves. so the what really doesn't matter as much as how we support development.   

  Michelle Williams:I'm glad you all saying that conceptual and procedural are both needed! 

  Dayna Britton:@michelemailot and @cateabbott - I was going to suggest observing colleagues or 
teacher labs 

  Diksha Kukreja:i agree @nehlan 

  DeAnn Huinker:Here is a linke to all the Taking Action books: http://www.nctm.org/store/takingaction/ 

  Tammi Kornegay:I like what you said about conceptual vs procedural 

  James Asibey  Manu:thanks DeAn 

  Michelle Williams:@DeAnn is there an ebook for the Principles in Action books 

  Terra Sweet:yes! This is exactly what we've taught the kids' we're working on: accurate, efficient and 
flexible 

  April Pforts:DeAnn - friend, I hope you are well! 

  Dayna Britton:How much should fluency be depedent on speed? 

  Cate Abbott:@all.....at the NCTM institutes recommended introducing conceptual understanding first 
...to connect with earlier learning. Then use proccedural aas follow up and to refine conceptual 
understanding. 

  Dayna Britton:Ah.  I like that last bullet re: timed tests 

  Michelle Williams:I need that diagram! 

  Dayna Britton:We have two camps on that one. 

  Terra Sweet:We also use this for student reflection so they can notice what's going well and where 
growth can happen 

  DeAnn Huinker:Link to the ebook for Princples to Actions, and only $3.99 for NCTM members (or $4.99 
for non-members): http://www.nctm.org/store/Products/(eBook)-Principles-to-Actions-(PDF-
Downloads)/ 

  Kirk Douglas Francis:kirk Francis, Sugarland Texas want to do a tutorial pragram. 

  DeAnn Huinker:Hi April! Yes all is well. 

  Cate Abbott:@Michelle Williams ....do you have Snipping Tool on your computer?  

  Afinju McDowell:This diagram could also be used by a teacher to guide how they frame and teach the 
lessons. 

  Michelle Williams:@DeAnn thank you! 

  Teresa Panagos:I love the stress on students being accuracte, efficient, and flexible 

  Teneisha Myers-Ferguson :sorry to be late 

  Terra Sweet:Yes, and for quick check ins too during number strings and number talks 

  Heather Evans:Basic fact tests are important.  Students need tools to solve problems.  You cannot 
factorize a quadratic equation without knowing your multiplication facts.  

  James Asibey  Manu:I need that diagram  

  Sharon Hurwich:I might give students this chart BEFORE we start a new concept, like adding integers, 
so they know when they have achieved procedural fluency. 

  Amy Spies:Think the chart is great companion to get teachers to see the rationale, then provide great 
NCTM tool: http://www.nctm.org/Publications/teaching-children-
mathematics/2014/Vol20/Issue8/Assessing-Basic-Facts-Fluency/ 

http://www.nctm.org/store/takingaction/
http://www.nctm.org/store/Products/(eBook)-Principles-to-Actions-(PDF-Downloads)/
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  Steve Ryan:level 2 is like stein et al's work on procedures with connections 

  Dayna Britton:James:  you can use Snagit or the snipping tool and save as an image 

  Emily Spear:This is a great reference to Bloom's Taxonomy!   

  DeAnn Huinker:Fascinating to think about using that Fluency diagram with students. Powerful to 
engage them in the conversation. 

  Sharon Hurwich:My students LOVE to share their ideas about computing, and to be the teacher instead 
of the student. 

  Emily Spear:I work in teacher education, this is a great suggestion!  Thanks 

  James Asibey  Manu:thanks Dayna 

  George Gopie:excellent bookis Mathematics Mindset by Jo Boaler 2016 

  Jennifer Colleran:Helpful to distinguish between the categories of learning outcomes - knowledge 
thinking communication application 

  Michael Abili:@Steve Ryan I like the connection.  

  Melissa Luedtke:These levels are excellent for pre-service teachers. Many still follow only math rules 
and don't thinkg about evaluating different ways of solving problems. We fight the "teach the rules" and 
model how so they copy attitude. 

  Terra Sweet:again, I would love to share this with students in an accessible way for them.... some self 
reflection 

  Amy Spies:Yes, @GeorgeG - Boaler's book was game changer for our faculty 

  Florence Falatko:I absolutely love the Jo Boallr book - her website Youcubed is also great! 

  Cate Abbott:Speaker.....do you withhold procedures until students understand why? For instant 
"dividing fractions by multiplying by reciprocal" aka "keep-change-flip". 

  James Asibey  Manu:any practical 

  DeAnn Huinker:I am interested in using the three levels to examine curriculum materials. How many 
problems/emphasis focuses on Level 3 (Evaluatin and Construction), likely not enough. 

  Nehlan Binfield:The terminology of "levels" implies, to me, a sequence of events. I'm not sure I agree 
with a singular linear progression here.  

  Rhiana Maidenberg:compensation vs landmark numbers in addition or subtraction 

  Diksha Kukreja:keeping in mind these levels, teachers can make sure that they design tasks catering to 
all the levels hence helping students to further their  understanding of the concept being taught  

  Heather Evans:Don't use the quadratic formula if the trinomial is easy to factor.  

  Cate Abbott:I do not let my students use "multiplying by reciprocal" until they can carefully explain why 
it works. 

  Terra Sweet:@Nehlan: maybe "components" instead of "levels" 

  Michael Abili:Another good example would be a handful of topics in calculus for undergraduates. 

  Frankie Sullivan:Why does the slope equation work? When do you need it? 

  Afinju McDowell:The various methods for factoring quadratic equations is a good time for why and 
when. 

  Joseph Espinosa:Intentional Talk Book by Kazemi and Hintz also has a discussion planning template 
related to Why and When? 

  Florence Falatko:The dividing the fractions put into a real world situation helps students to understand 
the why of the reciprocal 



  Cate Abbott:I love those strategies "How can 10 x 17 help you do 12 x 17?" Great approach. 

  Frankie Sullivan:When does the slope formula represent constant rate of change? Variable rate of 
change? 

  Terra Sweet:@Cate... "start with" facts 

  James Asibey  Manu:any practical approach to pupils whom are able to conceptualize and apply 
content in class but fail same application to question during exams , what can work best ?  

  Teneisha Myers-Ferguson :like Patrick solution 

  Sharon Hurwich:I always ask them to think about why we call the zeros the "roots" 

  Joe Mahoney:@cate I do too and would try to extend it to polynomials. 

  Nehlan Binfield:I love q that ask how these expressions are similar and different. has students using 
reasoning and proving.  

  Terra Sweet:we compared constant difference and compensation... do they both work for adding ans 
subtracting? Why or why not? 

  Michelle Williams:How is using decomposing fractions similar to decomposing whole numbers 

  Malisa Johnson:Yes! :) 

  Tina Slaughter:How do multiple strategies for multiplication relate to each other? 

  Cate Abbott:@Terra....what do you mean by "start with" facts? 

  Diksha Kukreja:@james.. you can try reading about examination anxiety among students 

  Terra Sweet:That's what we call facts that we can use to solve other multiplication facts... I need to 
solve 12 x7... I can start with 10x7 

  Michele Mailhot:The coomon thing across all of this is the questioning that is occurring! Ask more 
questions of your students and provide less answers! 

  James Asibey  Manu:@Diksha thanks will try that  

  Michelle Williams:@Michele Yes! 

  Cate Abbott:@Terra....yes...students need to know something to build something more. 

  Kirsten Williams:I would love to know ideas anyone has for using this at the Kindergarten level, 
especially the first half of the year before they've been formally introduced to addition and subtraction. 

  Malisa Johnson:Kristen, what about starting with counting and how to count numbers?  

  Ken Schwartz:Kirsten:  number sense is key 

  Michele Mailhot:start seeing yourself as the students tour guide on their mathematical journey, not 
their answer key! 

  Keeley Fenton:Kirsten- in our school, we use number bonds and ten frames.  

  Amy Spies:@MichelleWilliams: seeing the beautiful coherence with decomposition as a tool - love it! 

  Terra Sweet:@Kirsten: you could do some "which one doesn't belong" discussions 

  Dayna Britton:Kristen:  "more or less"  using a number line? 

  Wendy Isacsson:How will not testing them prepare them for a whole world of testing and exams at 
high school, college and uiversity. The theory ma be good, ut it doesn't work in todays set exam system 

  Dayna Britton:Ten frames, even five frames... 

  Jen Hunt:@Kristen- Focus on Number Sense; giving them a strong sense of how numbers relate to each 
other  

  Terra Sweet:@Kirsten: also "How many? How do you know?" discussions 



  Dayna Britton:Grouping 

  Nisa Harrison:maybe estimation for kindergarten 

  Diksha Kukreja:@kirsten... you can try using multiple games with your students that leads them to see 
how numbers are formed, how they combine together to give a bigger quantity and hence slowly move 
towards addition..... thats what we use in india 

  Kirsten Williams:How could I integrate the "why" and "when" ideas with numbers and counting? 

  Heather Evans:But still, all students do not achieve at the same evel.  They have different abilities.  
They can all make an effort and be provided eith opportunity, but the outcome for each student will be 
different.   

  Michelle Kimmell:Kindergaten...try subitizing cards. 

  Jen Hunt:@Wendy- Balance. Testing will be a part of their schooling, but we can be discerning as 
educators as to how much testing and what is really necessary. 

  Jennifer Duffy:promoting productive beliefs and a growth mindset has been a focus of mine for years. I 
have seen great growth in my students when they believe they can. 

  Nisa Harrison:small numbers vs big numbers why and when 

  Monica Cross:Heather, check out Jo Boaler's Mathematical Mindsets boot & online course (You Cubed) 

  Wendy Isacsson:Thanks Jen, I think finding a good balance is a key 

  Terra Sweet:@kirsten: estimating - why and when 

  Emily Spear:True, Heather.  But hopefully, we can give them the time they need to be successful, which 
is not always easy.  

  CHONDA LONG:@Heather - I think it is more that students don't learn at the same pace, Not 
necessarily ability. 

  George Gopie:i am of the opinion that multiple choice tests  

  Cate Abbott:@Kirsten....Have you considered Cheerio math? ...not that you have to do math with 
Cheerios...although I found kids like to eat their math....instead just like colors and shapes ...let the kids 
play and encourage them to notice patterns. How many blocks do you have now? How did you get that 
number?  

  Heather Evans:I have attended Jo Boaler's worshops and read her books.  I still maintain that while 
students should be encouraged, they will achieve at different levels. 

  Terra Sweet:@kirsten: skip counting by different #s... why and when? 

  Nisa Harrison:when I created a culture of 'loving our mistakes' i've seen students  

  Diksha Kukreja:@kirsten .... the why portion can be addressed by having math talk with students where 
you engage them into talk of why numbers are important, why do we need to add.... etc. .....let students 
talk about their daily life experiences  

  Michelle Williams:@Chonda I agree. My son always struggled with math but it was not that he couldn't 
get it. It was just that it took him longer 

  Nisa Harrison:i've seen students 'Try' more frequently and engage with the curriculum more deeply 

  Sharon Hurwich:I keep a chart of "interesting" math facts each year.  The students don't like making 
mistakes, but their pain is eased when they see their "fact" on the chart and realize that everyone 
makes mistake and that we all try to learn from others' mistakes. 

  CHONDA LONG:@Heather - but how do we know which students have the ability to achieve at a high 
level it we used a different approach? 



  Terra Sweet:That's a great idea to say that mistakes are "inspected" 

  Kathleen Hamon:Students may well achieve at different levels.   However, our goal should be to create 
the opportunity for all students to learn the mathematics to be successful in our society. 

  Heather Evans:Chona, I repectfully disagree/  Einstein and Stephen Hawking have a different innate 
mathematical ability from the average student .   

  Cate Abbott:@heather.....yes, yes, students learn at their own rate. However all student learn more 
with rich tasks where they can explain  and stretch their current math understanding 

  Emily Spear:Exactly!  Time is the important factor, children are very different and learn at different 
rates.  

  Monica Cross:How does teacher skill impac all  students' abilities to achieve at high levels? 

  Joe Mahoney:The challenge is all students are expected to show competency at specific times (like an 
end of year assessment) 

  Elizabeth Sterner:Does anyone have anything on their screen? 

  Heather Evans:Chonda, as I said, students should be given opportunity and encouraged, but they will 
achieve at a different level because they do have different inate abilities. 

  James Asibey  Manu:yes I have  

  DeAnn Huinker:Yes, the slide is  showing. 

  Frankie Sullivan:Einstein admits he did not have a natural or innate ability in mathematics.  Rather he 
had to work very hard. 

  Denise Spangler:Try logging out and back in. another participant was able to see the slides that way. 

  Cate Abbott:@heather....Einstein's story is up and down....he did not always do well in the classrooms 
of his day... 

  James Asibey  Manu:I have a child who repeated a grade and now the top leaner in the class  

  Akosua Fraser:I agree that "Building on Students Mathematical Thinking is essential for overall success. 
Therefore, I think that carefully planning is needed to ensure that students can gain access to the 
knowledge at hand. 

  Sam Sareen:Perhaps your belief is less important than the students' in this case, if they believe that 
mathematical ability is innate and think they don't have 'it', that is a major demotivator. 

  Tammi Kornegay:All students can learn at high levels. Einstein made lots of mistakes. He just learned 
from them and kept trying 

  James Asibey  Manu:attitude to the subject also count towards failure or higher pass level 

  Emily Spear:@ Joe, really good point, that is waht high accountability testing expects, that all students 
will reach the same point at the same time.  Hello?  Legislatures have very little understanding of child 
development.  

  Monica Cross:Sam- growth mindset versus fixed mindset 

  CHONDA LONG:@Heather - I don't disagree that students have innate abilities but that they also have a 
abilities we can develop.  I think it is difficult to know what this potential is for students.   

  Sam Sareen:@Monica, exactly 

  Heather Evans:Chonda- agreed 

  Bret Biornstad:Speaking of collaboration, I'd love feedback on this blog post 
http://cmajor.edublogs.org/2017/07/21/math-spiral-review/ 

  Tammi Kornegay:@Chondra, I totally agree with you 
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  Alesia Mickle Moldavan:Students and teachers need to make opportunities to critically reflect on one’s 
mathematical experiences and mathematical identity. 

  Monica Cross:and there are very specific strategies we can use in our teaching to help students develop 
a growth mindset 

  Akosua Fraser:I agree that teacher should use students background knowledge to enhance their 
mathematical skills and abilities. 

  Dayna Britton:Do any of your districts use standards based grading?  That is a good way to assess 
students' understanding, see where they are, and how close they are to mastering the content standard 
for that topic. 

  Tammi Kornegay:We do 

  Cate Abbott:@Denise (speaker).....the divide and conquer is the usual stategy at my school. We do 
check our own math with each other. However, I do not get math research for my class from my school. 
I get it from summer workshops. and other PD events. 

  Nehlan Binfield:Spatial thinking is central to all math understanding, and has proven to be highly 
malleable and can be grown in students even in later grades. Students who have weak spatial 
understanding and reasoning can build these skills and improve their experiences and successes in 
number tasks. This shows that all students can learn with the right experiences.  

  Michelle Williams:Very good points about professionalism 

  Diksha Kukreja:i agree with all the ideas you all are sharing but at times, given the busy schedule at 
school, these things/practices  are easier said than done  

  Joshua Martin:I'm sorry, but I feel a little frustrated seeing individuals argue about "inate ability". The 
issue is that teacher are not meeting students where they are. Instruction is delivered around finite set 
of models rather than understanding and developing a variety of instructional strategies to reach all 
students. 

  Amy Spies:achievethecore.org has tools for teams to use during PLC to help stop the divide and 
conquer mentatlity 

  James Asibey  Manu:@Akosua that's true , but the question is , what if the child foundation is very very 
weak , how do you build on that level of ability  

  Michele Mailhot:I have taken these productive and unproductive beliefs and created belief surveys I 
use with teachers before we begin working. This helps to uncover the teacher's beliefs and helps them 
to see areas they can improve in. They may not realize their beliefs are unproductive! 

  Michelle Williams:@michele excellent idea! 

  Yolanda Parker:I love that, Michele! 

  Jill Weitgenant:Sweet! 

  Joshua Martin:Do some students have disabilities, sure, but that has nothing to do with inate ability. As 
educators we need to recognize it is our actions that create opportunities for students to learn.  

  Tina Slaughter:How to foster a sense of willingness to collaborate when fellow PLC members do not 
want to be tranpsarent? 

  huaijun li:I love this talk! 

  Michele Mailhot:the survey is based on a scale of agree and disagree... 

  Yolanda Parker:I was just about to say the same thing @huaijun 

  Cate Abbott:@michele ...are you willing to share your survey? 

  Michelle Williams:Excellent webinar 



  Terra Sweet:@michele, yes I would love to see your survey too 

  ben Rooney:The link doesn't work. 

  Yolanda Parker:Me too @michele 

  Michele Mailhot:sure! email me at michele.mailhot@maine.gov  

  Frankie Sullivan:Wish there was more information and connections to college environments. 

  Akosua Fraser:There are various ways to build on students level or background knowledge. For 
example, small group instructions is one way to enhance students knowledge. Reteaching is also 
another way that teachers can enhance student learning.  

  James Asibey  Manu:jaamanu@gmail.com pls  

  Denise Spangler:Link worked for me, but here is the URL: 
http://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/Enhancing-Classroom-Practice-with-Research-behind-Principles-
to-Actions/ 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:the pro code plz 

  Cherry Crandon:Very informative 

  Cate Abbott:Not everyone will know what MET is 

  Kim Hockney:Going to list these unproductive/productive beliefs on paper and ask my math team to 
circle the productive beliefs. Then we will have a group discussion. I think the activity will be good for 
everyone and will set the tone for the new school year. 

  Stacie Kyhn:Only see Ch 1, not Ch 4 

  Alesia Mickle Moldavan:Enjoyed the book's overview! Agreed...very informative! 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:I miss the prmo code 

  Michelle Williams:The hour flew by!! 

  ben Rooney:@Denise yes, but the link on that page doesn't work 

  Kim Hockney:Promo code ECP0717 

  Tina Slaughter:Great idea, Kim. 

  Colleen Ryan:Thank you ~ I enjoyed this webinar. 

  Michelle Williams:Promo code ECP0717 

  Wendy Isacsson:It woud be good to do the webinars on a Friday.... so that teachers in Europe could 
stay up to participate because it's Saturday the next day 

  JoAnne Kim:thank you. Very informative 

  Monica Diaz:Informational webinar!! 

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:thanks  

  Monica Diaz:Informative* lol 

  Michele Mailhot:colleges and universities are our change agents for our future teachers! how you 
prepare our teachers impacts their beliefs in educating students! Use these materials in your courses! 

  Nancy Love:thank you  

  James Asibey  Manu:@Akosua can you share with me any resource that is workable to you . email 
jaamanu@gmail.com 

  Rebecca Fronk:Thank you! 

  George Gopie:asssessement tseting 

  Joe Mahoney:Thank you for a very informative session!  Looking forward to purchasing the book. 
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  Sunita Viswanath:Very informative indeed! Thank you! 

  Elizabeth Ball:thank you--I am pumped for the new school year! 

  Emily Spear 2:Thanks very much!  

  Tamashwar  Budhoo 2:Are we getting any professional credit? 

  Clara George:Thank you Jeff & Denise  

  CHONDA LONG:Chapter 1 - 
http://www.nctm.org/Handlers/AttachmentHandler.ashx?attachmentID=ZEPklGttLyA%3d 

  Karen Abbey:very helpful overview of the book  Thank you! 

  Denise Spangler:@Ben...rats! We have that problem periodically. It's a weird browser thing. We'll get it 
fixed tomorrow. Sorry about that! 

  Michelle Williams:Yeah!! I will be presenting at Innov8 in Las Vegas 

  Wendy Isacsson:I thought chapter 4 was the sample chapter 

  Denise Spangler:Ch. 4 is the sample chapter. 

  Kim Hockney:Will we receive a certificate that we can submit for Fles PD? 

  Amy Spies:the download is chpater 1 

  Frankie Sullivan:Thank you.   

  Michael Abili:Thank you 

  Cate Abbott:Chonda and Kristen ....would you consider a book study where readers prepare ahead of 
time 

  Michele Mailhot:Thank you! 

  Florence Falatko:Thank you! 

  Rae Jan Padayao:Than you! 

  Michelle Williams:Thank you!! 

  Adrienne Willing:thanks 

  Yolanda Parker:Thanks! 

  Terra Sweet:Thank you 

  Judy Chase-Marshall:thank you 

  DeAnn Huinker:Thanks!! 

  Cate Abbott:Thank you 

  Sharon Hurwich:thank you! 

  Cecile Carlton:Thank you! 

  Cheryl Tobey:Thank you! 

  Yichen Zhang: Thanks! 

  Mary Chandler:Thanks! 

  Jennifer Colleran:Thanks! 

  Carolina Nava:thanks 

  Marianne McLaughlin:thank you all!!!! 

  Stephanie Todd:Thank You! 

  Sam Sareen:Thanks for your time and effort! 

  Monica Diaz:Thank you and bye!(: 
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  Denise Spangler:@Cate: Great idea! 

  Teresa Panagos:thank you- good night 

  Teneisha Myers-Ferguson :thanks 

  Francis Kisner:That link you gave 
http://www.nctm.org/Handlers/AttachmentHandler.ashx?attachmentID=ZEPklGttLyA%3d 

  Lisa Costa:thank you 

  Susan Mancuso:Thanks--like the idea of book discussion.  

  James Asibey  Manu:thanks  

  Gwen Hall:Thank You! 

  Cheryl Borges :Thank you 

  Carolyn Gillis:Thnk you! 

  Carolina Nava:I noticed chapter 4 is not the one you download 

  Maria Ryan:Thanks! 

  Nisa Harrison:thank you! this was amazing 

  Sarah Larsen:Thank you! 

  Teri Bement:Thank you! 

  Cherry Crandon:Thank you 

  Nicole Wilson:very informative 

  Diksha Kukreja:thank you all... great session 

  Karla Beckman:Thank you! 
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